Jeep 4.0 turbo

A Jeep does what it is designed to do very well - climb steep, gnarly slopes at slow speeds.
However, if you have to travel some distance to get to your favorite climbing spot, you have
probably found that the Jeep isn't designed to maintain freeway speeds in the mountains or
when larger tires are added. Many times, with the six-cylinder in our '99 TJ, we've been stuck in
the slow lane, especially when heading west on I out of Denver. The solution seemed obvious more power - but how best to do it? We tried a number of techniques: an air intake system, a
throttle-body spacer, new headers, an after-cat exhaust system. These made a small
improvement or maybe we just imagined they did , but we were still intermingled with the
wheelers on I It was time for more drastic action. We looked into superchargers, but they are
expensive and cause a sizable drop in gas mileage. Next we looked into turbochargers, which
are commonly found on big diesels and small imports. While a supercharger is belt-driven off
the engine, a turbocharger is powered by exhaust gas, an untapped source of power. It takes
engine power to spin the supercharger's belt, but there's no parasitic power loss with a turbo. A
turbo has no beneficial effect on engine performance below around 1, rpm, but at around 1, rpm
it starts to take off - just what we needed for the mountainous Colorado roads. The block
diagram to the right shows how the turbocharger kit is installed. To be able to compare the
before-and-after performance, we first took the Jeep to Redline Motorsports in Fort Collins,
Colorado, to obtain a baseline. Redline strapped it to the chassis dyno and measured rear-wheel
horsepower. That was surprisingly low, but up to 30 percent of the horsepower can be lost in
the drivetrain, along with another 3 percent loss per thousand feet - Fort Collins is, after all, at 5,
feet. How Does It Work? With the turbo and its components installed, the next step was to
adjust the fuel curve, which we did using an Innovate Motorsports computer that came with the
kit it can be returned for a rebate if you don't want to keep it. No change to the engine's
computer was necessary. Initially, our manual-transmissioned 4. Prior to our install,
Performance had only put its turbo kit on Jeeps with automatic transmissions. Those Jeeps
hadn't experienced engine knocking. It works by delaying the spark a user-set amount for every
PSI of boost in the intake manifold. Delaying the spark 1. We took the Jeep back to the dyno for
the final precise tuning. Adjusting the wastegate, we decided to run around 6. Now the Jeep
flies at 11, feet. It's a left-lane, mph vehicle. In theory, the turbo shouldn't affect the Jeep's
operation at low rpm on the trail. However, as they say, "One experiment is worth a thousand
expert opinions," and we wanted to make sure. During low-rpm off-road climbs, there was no
change in the Jeep's factory climbing ability, which was a great relief since that's what Jeeps
are for, after all. Theoretically, the fuel economy should stay about the same under
non-mountainous cruising conditions. This is because the fuel management unit only increases
the fuel flow if the turbo is generating boost. During freeway cruising, we noticed about a
1-tompg decrease. Now that the Jeep is turbocharged, we'll need to observe some extra
precautions, such as letting the engine warm up for seconds prior to driving to ensure that oil is
flowing to the turbo. Before shut down, the engine should be run for 30 seconds to allow fresh
and cooler oil to displace the heated oil in the turbo. And changing the engine oil every 3, miles
is now more important than ever. If you go the turbo route, be prepared for some unusual
noises from the turbocharger. As you let off the gas to shift and the rpm drops, the
still-spinning turbine will build up excess boost since the boost is not being consumed by the
idling engine at this point and will trigger the wastegate to open to bypass the exhaust gas
around the turbine wheel. This is accompanied by a very loud woooosh. Depending on your
frame of mind, this can be either an annoyance or an asset - we personally felt this was an
awesome sound, and it certainly grabbed the attention of startled onlookers. Expect the turbo
installation to take about hours plus an hour of tuning. With the installation and testing
complete, you might think we're done. However, there are a number of other enhancements we
could make, such as adding an intercooler between the turbocharger and the throttle body.
Because compressing air causes the turbo to heat up and heated air has less density, an
intercooler can increase the efficiency of the turbo by decreasing the air's temperature and
thereby increasing its density. A blow-off valve can be attached to vent excess boost pressure
when the throttle-body door closes - the blow-off valve would be triggered by vacuum in the
intake manifold. Forged low-compression pistons, also carried by Performance, can be installed
to allow the engine to operate at higher boost levels. Like all things Jeep, the list is virtually
endless, and as usual, it depends on how much money you want to spend. Close Ad. Forums
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Twitter. Among off-roaders, AMC's straight-six is definitely a longtime favorite. It's compact,
economical, and seems to live forever, no matter how much abuse it takes. It is so popular, in
fact, that it was one of the few engines Chrysler continued to build when it bought AMC in If
there's a weakness with the 4. At its very best, the engine was only rated at a pedestrian hp.
That may be fine for mall crawling with the occasional bit of trail driving, but when you plan to

go play in the mud, that won't cut it. Newcomer Racing Mud bogging requires tons of power and
torque to keep the big tires spinning fast enough to clear the mud from the tires' treads and
keep the Jeep moving forward, so a turbo definitely was in order. Naturally aspirated, this
stroker engine pumped out hp at 5, rpm and But once the turbo and air-to-water intercooler was
added, the power levels more than doubled. At 17 pounds of boost, this Newcomer six was
making Not too shabby for a little engine that's always been considered more of a utility player
than a big power producer. To make so much power, this Jeep was built using stock
components in key places. The 4. The rods have, however, been polished, upgraded with ARP
bolts, and bushed to accept floating wristpins. The crankshaft is from the AMC 4. Engine builder
Keith Newcomer chose it because not only does it increase the stroke from the stock 4. Pistons
are custom-dished forgings from Ross Racing Pistons that brings compression down to a
boost-friendly 8. The bore size was increased 0. Just like the block, the original cast-iron
cylinder head is retained. This includes larger 2. Newcomer also used updated conical
valvesprings from Comp Cams to help improve valve control while lightening up the valvetrain.
The ports have been hand-ported, and Newcomer port-matched the aluminum Clifford intake
manifold to fit perfectly. The lifters are Magnums from Comp Cams. Everything on this engine is
designed around making the most efficient use of boost possible, but Newcomer didn't break
the budget on components. In fact, both the 66mm turbocharger and water-to-air intercooler are
no-name Chinese pieces Newcomer found on the internet. Everything is plumbed with custom
3-inch tubing. A Tial 44mm wastegate and blow-off valve are integrated to protect the engine
from overboost. Newcomer also custom-modified a Holley XP cfm four-barrel to properly meter
the fuel with forced induction, and it worked flawlessly. For anything that has to do with
producing a spark, Newcomer turned to MSD. The distributor has been modified to lock out the
mechanical advance. By the time Newcomer drew the line at 17 pounds of total boost to protect
the engine, timing was retarded all the way down to 13 degrees. Close Ad. Turbo 4. Jeff
Huneycutt Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Please read before placing an order!
Shift kits and small items are still shipping out within a few days, however powder coated items
such as the Ultimate Steering Braces and Comp Mounts have a week lead time. We are doing
everything possible in order to get our orders shipped as quickly as possible. Thank's again!
Bryson W. Boostwerks began producing hand fabricated stainless steel turbo manifolds for the
Honda community back in before beginning to produce manifolds for the 4. We've learned a lot
over that time, one being that while the market interest is there, the price tag was simply hard to
swallow for many. Our new cast iron version on the other hand now allows us to not only
significantly lower the price, but also produce a better flowing and highly durable solution.
Manufactured from a high nickle Iron alloy, the manifold is able to withstand the demanding
heat generated by common turbo setups. This is the same alloy that most turbine housings and
OEM turbo manifolds are made of. The manifold was designed around the XJ Chassis, but will
work with other Jeep models as well some may require a custom up pipe to place the turbo in a
better location for the chassis. It has a universal T3 Turbine Inlet flange allowing for a wide
range of turbo sizes depending on your application and intended use. The external wastegate
port is a 38mm 2 bolt style which allows for a block off pl
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ate if you'd rather use an internal wastegate'd turbo. Custom turbo charging can be fun and
rewarding, but should not be done unless you've done your research as well as committed and
comfortable to do all that is required to build a well functioning setup. Those required Items are
but not limited too:. Over the next few months we will be working on putting together a '4. We do
not sell complete kit's however at this time, but will be working towards developing them. Heavy
duty manifold with excellent casting and machining quality. This design puts the Turbo and
WasteGate precisely where they need to be. Terms and Conditions. We have no affiliation with
Chrysler or it's affiliates. Copyright Boostwerks Engineering. All Rights Reserved. Subscribe to
our Newsletter. Email a friend. Write a Review. Questions about this item? Be the first to ask
here. Customer Reviews. Did you find this helpful? Jeep 4. Related Items. Tial 38mm Wastegate.
Sector Shaft Bearing and Nut Kit. Sector Shaft Nut.

